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Get the Google Translate app for your phone 
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HOW TO USE GOOGLE TRANSLATE ON 
YOUR MOBILE DEVICE 
By James T. Cains 

Google Translate has an iOS and Android app that you can download and use on your smartphone or tablet. 

Both versions of the apps do the same things, with a few minor user interface differences that depend on the 

operating system you’re using. The app can stay synchronized with Google Translate on your computer, but 

that doesn’t mean you can’t use the mobile app by itself. 

TRANSLATE WORDS AND PHRASES ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICE 

After you’ve downloaded and installed the Google Translate app, follow these steps to do a simple 

translation: 

1. At the top of the screen, choose the language you’re going to translate from. The language you’re using 

natively on your device should be the default. 

2. Then choose the language you want to translate into from the drop-down menu. 

3. Tap where it says, “Touch to Type.” 

4. On the onscreen keyboard, type in the word or phrase you want to translate, and then tap the blue circle 

with the arrow. The translation appears in the blue box below (see Figure 1). 

http://www.dummies.com/?s=&a=james-t-cains
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Figure 1: Translating on your smartphone. 
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ADDITIONAL INPUT OPTIONS IN GOOGLE TRANSLATE 

Typing isn’t the only way to input text that you want to translate. Try out these options: 

• Take a photo: You can take a photo of something like a sign or a restaurant menu that is in another 

language. Google Translate can recognize the foreign words and translate them for you. Just tap the 

Camera icon; your device’s camera scans the object, and Google Translate looks for words it 

recognizes. You can then select the parts you want translated. 

• Speak: Tap the Microphone icon and speak into your device’s microphone. Google’s voice recognition 

records what you say, and then almost instantly provides a spoken translation. 

• Handwriting: Tap the squiggly line icon to write what you want to translate. Google’s handwriting 

recognition is pretty good, but it’s likely you can type or speak faster than you can write, so you may 

not find this option as useful. 
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